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Abstract Spacecrafts in periodic or quasi-periodic orbits near the collinear libration points are
proved to be excellent platforms for scientiﬁc investigations of various phenomena. Since such
periodic or quasi-periodic orbits are exponentially unstable, the station-keeping maneuver is needed.
A station-keeping strategy which is found by an analytical method is presented to eradicate the
dominant unstable component of the libration point trajectories. The inhibit force transforms the
unstable component to a stable component. In this method, it is not necessary to determine a
nominal orbit as a reference path. c© 2011 The Chinese Society of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics.
[doi:10.1063/2.1103302]
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The libration points of the Sun-Earth and Earth-
Moon have many useful properties for space missions,
such as a stable thermal environment for space tele-
scopes and continuous coverage of the backside of
the Moon for communication with future Moon bases.
Many scientiﬁc missions have been taken the advantage
of the privileged location of the libration points, such
as the SOHO, the Genesis, and the Herschel missions
among others.
However, since such periodic or quasi-periodic li-
bration point orbits are exponentially unstable, any or-
bit injection error would result in drift of the space-
craft from the nominal path. Some form of trajec-
tory control must be used to keep the spacecraft close
to their nominal orbit. Farquhar developed a number
of possible station-keeping strategies for libration point
orbits.1,2 Breakwell proposed a station-keeping method
for spacecraft moving on halo orbits in the vicinity of
Earth-Moon translunar libration point L2.
3 Howell used
the Target Point method to compute correction maneu-
vers by minimizing a weighted cost function.4,5 Go´mez
put forward that the Floquet Mode approach incor-
porates invariant manifold theory and Floquet modes
to compute maneuvers.6−8 Hou proposed a low-thrust
control strategy using the linear feedback method.9 Xu
Ming used the linear periodic control strategy to con-
trol the orbit of spacecraft around collinear libration
points.10 In all of these station-keeping strategies, au-
thors attempted to make the spacecraft follow nominal
paths, however, there is in fact no need to ﬁnd nominal
paths in station keeping.
In this paper, we propose a station-keeping strat-
egy which is found by an analytical method to eradi-
cate the dominant unstable component of the libration
point trajectories. The libration point trajectories are
unstable because the libration point itself has unstable
manifold. Since the linearized equations have a positive
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real eigenvalue, a negative real eigenvalue and two pairs
of pure imagine eigenvalues, the libration point has a
one-dimensional unstable manifold. Then the control
force should be applied to the unstable component of
the libration point. Since the linear part of the dy-
namical equations in the rotating frame of Lxyz is not
in a standard form, it is diﬃcult to calculate directly
the control force in the rotating frame. So the control
force will be given in a transformed coordinate system
in which the linear part of dynamical equations can be
expressed in a standard form. After series of coordinate
transformation and variable substitution, the nonlinear
control force is obtained in rotating frame Lxyz. In
this station-keeping strategy, there is no need to ﬁnd a
nominal path.
The circular restricted three-body problem
(CRTBP) is considered. To simplify the equations of
motion, let us take units of mass, length and time
such that the sum of the masses of primaries M1 and
M2, the gravitational constant and the period of the
primaries are 1 and 2π, respectively. With these units
the distance between the primaries is also 1. The mass
of the smallest primary is denoted by μ. The mass of
the spacecraft M3 is too small to aﬀect the motion of
the two primaries. It is well known that the CRTBP
have ﬁve equilibrium points. Three of them are called
collinear libration points L1, L2 and L3. The remaining
two are called triangular points L4 and L5, as shown in
Fig. 1.
The dynamical equation of spacecraft motion in the
synodic frame of cxyz is
r¨ − ω2r + 2ω × r˙ = −1− μ
r313
r13 − μ
r323
r23, (1)
where ω is the angular velocity of the primaries about
their center mass c and ω = 1, r13 is the vector from
M1 to M3 and r23 is the vector from M2 to M3.
Setting a new rotating coordinate system, Lxyz, the
origin L is located at one of the collinear libration points
with the x-y plane coinciding with the plane of motion
of the primaries M1 and M2. Two primaries are ﬁxed
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Fig. 1. Five equilibrium points of the CRTBP and the syn-
odic frame of cxyz.
on the x -axis at (−μ− d, 0, 0) and (1− μ− d,0,0), as
shown in Fig. 2. When L denotes L1 or L2, d is the
distance between the libration point and the M1-M2
center of mass; When L denotes L3, d is the opposite of
the distance between L3 and the M1-M2 center of mass.
Let (x, y, z) be the position of the spacecraft M3 in the
rotating frame. The x-axis is along the line of syzygy
away from the larger primary, which is assumed to be
M1. The z-axis completes the right-handed system.
Fig. 2. The position of the spacecraft in the CRTBP in
rotating frame Lxyz.
The dynamical equations of spacecraft motion can
be rewritten in rotating frame Lxyz as
x¨ = 2y˙ + x+ d− (1− μ)(x+ μ+ d)
r31
−
μ(x− 1 + μ+ d)
r32
,
y¨ = −2x˙+ y − (1− μ)y
r31
− μy
r32
,
z¨ = − (1− μ)z
r31
− μz
r32
, (2)
where r21 = (x + μ + d)
2 + y2 + z2, r22 = (x − 1 + μ +
d)2 + y2 + z2.
Let x = x1, x˙ = x2, y˙ = x4, z = x5, z˙ = x6, Eq. (2)
is rewritten in the ﬁrst-order form in the state space of
rotating frame Lxyz as
x˙ = f(x),x ∈ R6. (3)
The linearized equations of (3) are not expressed in
a nominal form. It is straightforward to ﬁnd the eigen-
values of this linear system denoted by λi(i = 1, 2, · · · 6),
where λ1 is a positive real eigenvalue, λ2 is a negative
real eigenvalue, λ3 and λ4 are a pair of pure imagine
eigenvalues and λ5 and λ6 are a pair of pure imagine
eigenvalues. The eigenvectors of the linearized equa-
tions corresponding to the eigenvalues are denoted by
Ai(i = 1, 2, · · · , 6). The transition matrix B is deﬁned
by
B = [A1,A2,A3,A4,A5,A6]. (4)
Using the transition matrix B, Eq. (3) become
y˙ = g(y),y ∈ R6, (5)
where y = B−1x. The linearized part of system (5)
is now in a standard form. Space yi = 0, i = 2-6 is
the unstable eigenspace; Space yi = 0, i = 1, 3-6 is the
stable eigenspace; Space yi = 0, i = 1, 2 is the center
eigenspace.
It is well known that the orbits around the collinear
libration points are unstable. As time elapses, any in-
jection error on the unstable manifold would make the
periodic or quasi-periodic orbit depart exponentially. A
continuous thrust should be exerted to eradicate the
dominant unstable component.
Considering Eq. (5), suppose an inhibit force is ex-
erted on the unstable eigenspace. The control problem
can be modeled with the following equations
y˙i = g1(y) + ky1,
y˙i = g1(y), i = 2, 3, · · · 6, (6)
where k is the control parameter. Let
K =
[
k 0
0 0
]
,K ∈ R6 × R6.
Control Eqs. (6) can be expressed in the ﬁrst-order
form in rotating frame Lxyz as
x˙ = f(x) + F (x),x ∈ R6, (7)
where F (x) = BKB−1x. x1, x3 and x5 are the po-
sitions in x, y, z directions, respectively, and their ﬁrst
and second derivations respect to time are the velocities
and the accelerations in x, y, z directions. And thus in
Eq. (7) x2, x4 and x6 are not the velocities in x, y and
z directions.
After eliminating the variables of x2, x4 and x6, the
dynamical Eqs. (7) can be rewritten in the second-order
form as
x¨ = r1(x, x˙, y, y˙, z, z˙),
y¨ = r2(x, x˙, y, y˙, z, z˙),
z¨ = r3(x, x˙, y, y˙, z, z˙). (8)
Equation (8) minus Eq. (2) gives the control force
in rotating frame Lxyz. Under this control, the tra-
jectories with an orbit injection error will still main-
tain periodic or quasi-periodic orbits near the libration
point.
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Fig. 3. Controlled trajectory and uncontrolled trajectory.
Suppose a spacecraft moving in the Sun-Earth sys-
tem near collinear libration point L1, the control equa-
tion (6) is integrated instantaneously. The control pa-
rameter k is selected arbitrarily but it should be less
than the opposite of the positive real eigenvalue λ1.
Initial conditions for Eqs. (6) are y0 = [−5e−5 −
5e−5 2e−3 0 2e−3 0]T and y0 = [−5e−5 −
5e−5 2e−3 0 0 0]T for quasi-periodic and periodic
trajectories, respectively, which are not on the center
manifold, and control parameter k takes the value of
−300. The dimensionless integration time is 20 corre-
sponding to 3.2 years in dimensional time. Figures 3(a)
and 3(b) show that the trajectory under control keeps a
quasi-periodic orbit near the libration point, while the
trajectory without control departs far from the quasi-
periodic orbit. Figures 3(c) and 3(d) show that the
trajectory under control keeps a periodic orbit near the
libration point, while the trajectory without control de-
parts far from the periodic orbit. The simulation results
indicate that the spacecraft trajectories maintain peri-
odic or quasi-periodic orbits near the libration points
by using this station-keeping strategy.
In this paper, a station-keeping strategy is proposed
to eradicate the dominant unstable component of the li-
bration point orbits. The trajectories near the libration
point are unstable because the libration point is unsta-
ble. To transform the unstable component to a stable
component, control is needed. It is diﬃcult to calculate
directly the control force in the rotating frame. So the
control force is given in a transformed coordinate system
in which the linear part of dynamical equations can be
expressed in a standard form. After several coordinate
transformation and variable substitution, the nonlinear
control force is obtained in rotating frame Lxyz. The
theoretical results are then illustrated by numerical sim-
ulations. In this method, a reference orbit is no longer
required.
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